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The Invicta Russian Diver Nautilus Skeleton: A mechanical marvel.
To honor of the 10th anniversary return of the Invicta Russian Diver, a timing chamber of maximum depth is set for release: The Invicta Russian Diver Nautilus Skeleton. The complexity of the case complication requires micro-engineered
components designed specifically for this model so that it functions at an absolute optimum level of performance.
The main case complication consists of 2 levers that are each connected to other gears, creating independent lock and
release systems for the crystal’s frame and the case-back. This aspect in functional design was a feature in the original
1950’s model.
The impressive internal workings of the watch can be viewed from two vantage points: a see-through skeleton dial
and the case-back. The case-back opens revealing a full view of the internal mechanisms of the watch. The dial’s hatch
cover is the 1st of its kind and this component alone, took two years to engineer and perfect. The over-sized crown
is another direct salute to the original 1950’s model; although, today the over-sized crown is placed on the left of the
current model for easy wear-ability.
The Nautilus Skeleton case contains more moving parts than any other watch in history. Three professional watchmakers are required to assemble one of these models. The Invicta Russian Diver Nautilus Skeleton, complicated power
embodied in an eloquent execution.
About Invicta Watch - Led by innovation and nurtured with the consistency of quality and brand personality, the forward thinking
energy of The Invicta Watch Group continues its brazen journey. The long held belief that supremely crafted timepieces can be offered for modest sums is the founding principle of Invicta and that ideology still resides at the core of all Invicta creations. In setting
a premise of exceptional standards, Invicta maintains their objective by successfully satisfying consumers and collectors alike at any
price point.
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